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Abstract 

For providing the global database information and function, distributed heterogeneous collect integrates the information of 
autonomous  database system. The distributed  database system  which is based  on  client/server technology has a limited 
scalability and concurrency. In this paper, we designed a new intelligent heterogeneous distributed database system based on 
agent technology. In this approach we implement the function of system using agent technology. In this paper, we discuss several  
agents like UI Agents, Trans Agent, GI Agent, Parti Agent, Coord Agent and also discussed the ACID properties of the 
transactions. This database model handle the large scale distributed heterogeneous database and maintain the concurrency of the 
transaction. 
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I. Introduction 

In earlier days, there are limited number of computer users so according to user, facility of transfer data and save 
the data in database we used traditional database which is based on client server approach. In this approach, the 
category  of  information  is  single and  small  database is used by client server based distributed database system 
according to users need . In traditional database the information is stored in single database category but  now a 
days , different type of categories are needed for handle the large scale of database. 

Now a days the users of internet is rapidly increasing and to show the largest amount of data, we need different 
types  of database category  when database  technologies  increasing  so we need more database  category to handle 
the large database. The information in the database is getting more and more complex because of large database. 
The disadvantage of  the client server model is a limited concurrency  so this approach  cannot delay with  the 
complex and large scales  distributed database system.  So in this paper,  we will  describe the agent technologies to 
handle the large and complex database. Agent technology has a lot of advantages over the client server technology 
such as social ability, reactivity, reactivates mobile, learning etc. These advantage of agent technology are  suitable 
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for handle two large database and complex database. In this paper, we will discuss  ACID properties , which is used 
to guarantee the data the data in the database model. 

 

 2. Agent Technology 

                                                                                                                                                                 
Some operations of software which have information about the user that what activity is doing by another user and 
which entities are  used by user  in autonomy and employee represents information to know about the user demand 
. Intelligent agent technology mainly based on these operations. 

(1)  Autonomy- Autonomy properties is a self properties which can command of human and other person without 
permission of anything. In this properties agents directly control users and also agent take actions of their users. 

(2) Social Ability- In the social ability, one agent directly establish a connection to other agent by phone or face to 
face. Agents want to take the information  of other agent they communicate together  and talk as a professional  and 
smartly to break  the security  of other agent organization. In this both agents are talk as a friendly to take some  new 
information  or new plan and agents  make a good impressions  to one another talk as different manner  and agent 
communication  used. 

(3) Reactivity- Agent  create a atmosphere in his area and set some rules of  get and reply information. In this    
atmosphere  agent create a local area network(LAN)  and connects the agent to internet. Agent waits to get 
information  and set a time to reply information. Time to time  change it according to user demand of information. 
To create reactivity  agents time to time  check their information. 

(4) Pro-Activeness- According to environment of user agent do not react as  a simply. 

(5) Mobile- Mobile is a machine that is used to communicate with other person to get information. 

(6) Learning- Its totally depend upon  the previous  the previous behavior .It also change their behavior depend           
on the lat experience. At present, this technology is  successfully used  in many areas , especially in electronic  
trading and information technology.  But in a distributed database system agent  technology  is  a new research 
technology. 

 

 3. Related and Research Work    

In our research work we are working on a mobile agents in distributed system. We use a new technology of web 
based java framework. In this technology network clients  automatically work on lightweight on a new framework 
support only lightweight condition. In this transaction processing does not matter in lightweight. Agent based 
communication are built on multimedia agent platform. In multimedia agent  communication we are used many 
properties. But now a days, a new application area service is used service based agent and do not use prototype. In 
this agent walk in a heterogeneous network and increase this work and return to the result. In this prototype and 
transaction processing doesn't involve. Mobile host are support many mobile agents in a distributed infrastructure. 
Total mobile agents are depend upon the structure of distributed system. Mobile agents are work only two agents  
one is work agent and another is master agent. Work agent are urgently access to the remote site in corresponding 
database and total result are save into the master agent. Master agent are connected to PC and show the speed of data 
transmission in this we used three tier protocol which extends traditional to PC protocol and strength of data 
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transmission. Worker agents are collected data by primary work agents. But these aren't involve in the transaction 
and cannot read and write. 

 

4. The Database model                                                                              

In this model an agent  is represent to a transaction . The Coord  agent is represented to the coordinator. The  Coord 
agent does the following task. 

   (1)  Start New Transaction 

   (2) Create  a Party Agent 

   (3) Execute commit and abort command 

 The party agent is reported to participator if the sub transaction  of any transaction can be divided  into different sub 
transactions  then party agent is created. Overall a tree is generated  to represent the transaction. The whole process  
is define as following points. 

1. The user sent the request to UIAgent  and UIAgent translate  into sequential query language and     sends this 
language and sends this  query to the GIAgent. 

2. The SQL is received by the GIAgent and then parses this language and again send this parsed language   to 
PAgent. 

3. Then, The PDAgent creates the plan according to SQL and overall dictionary then sends this result to GIAgent. 

4. The Coord-Agent is created by GIAgent according to the plan and sends this plan to the Coord-Agent. 

5. The Coord-Agent creates its Parti-Agents according to plan. A sub-transaction is represented by each                  
Parti-Agent. 

        Transaction Process() 

        { 

           For each sub-transaction 

    Again, If the sub-transaction can be divided then, 

  According to local dictionary, the Parti-Agent creates its Parti-Agent. 

6. Transaction Process(); 

   Else  

   If the sub-transaction is local sub-transaction then 

          The LDBMS is accessed by the Parti-Agent and find the sub-transactio's  result. 

          else 

          the Parti-Agent migrates to the corresponding site. 
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          the LDBMS is accessed by the Parti-Agent. 

          the result is found in the form of success/fail of the sub-transaction. 

                  If result is found in the form of success then 

          the Parti-agent founds the result of this sub-transaction. 

                                              Else 

                                     Return(rollback) 

                               End if 

                           End if 

                       End if 

                   End for 

7. After find the result, result is accepted by the Coord-Agent from its Parti-Agents. 

     If all its sub-transactions are success then integrates these results. 

      Else 

           Rollback 

      End if 

8. After found the result, the Coord-Agent decides the command: commit or abort and then return the final result to 
the GIAgent and save the result to the global log. 

9. Then the GIAgent returns the final result to the UIAgent. 

10. After all, the user is found the result from the UIAgent.  
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5. Analysis of the model 

In this part of the paper, we will describe the ACID properties and also compared with the client/server model. 

5.1. The ACID properties: This intelligent model can guarantee the ACID properties of the transaction, which is 
described below: 

(1) Atomicity: Atomicity is the ability of the DBMS to guarantee that either all of the tasks of this transaction are 
performed or none of them are. Each transaction is said to be "atomic" If one part of the transaction fails, the entire 
transaction fails. In this system model, the final result (commit or rollback), is decided by the Coord-Agent then the 
transaction has the atomicity. 

(2) Consistency: Consistency ensures that the database remains in a consistent state before the start of the transaction 
and after the transaction is over. If "commit" is the final action then all relative agents commit the sub-transaction 
otherwise sub-transaction is rollbacked. So that the whole system can be in a consistency states. 

(3) Isolation: In this property, you can see the data in an intermediate state during a transaction. Transaction is 
implemented by encapsulated entity. In this, the execution of agent doesn't interfere with each other. 

(4) Durability: Durability refers to the guarantee that once data has been notified of success, the transaction is 
undone. If "commit" operation is occurred then destroyed all relative agents. The result is not changed by the other 
agent. The result is saved in the database. 
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5.2. Comparison with Client/server model:  

In agent technology based model, the transaction can be divided into several sub-transaction and then sub-
transaction can be further divided into other transactions. So the concurrency of our model can be improved but in 
client/server model, the sub-transaction cannot be further divided into other transactions. So the concurrency of 
client/server is limited.  

      

6. Conclusion and Future Scope 

In this paper, we discussed an Intelligent heterogeneous database system model which is based on Agent 
technology. In this system model, the database transaction is divided into more transaction i.e sub-transaction and 
sub-transaction can be further divided into many transactions. Each sub-transaction is implemented by agent. An 
agent can travel in this network to perform the computation and sends the result to the request sites. The execution, 
that is concurrent, of the sub-transaction will improve the efficiency of this system model and also guarantee the 
ACID properties of the transaction. 
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